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Abstract 
Our aim in this paper is to provide insight on a session's performance in the presence 
of different speed links at an ATM multiplexer. We describe a queueing model for such 
scenarios considering a finite capacity buffer and bursty traffic with correlated arrivals. 
We use Markov Modulated Bernoulli Process (MMBP) as the traffic model for the session 
of interest and model the cross traffic as an MMBP with batch arrivals. We present exact 
analysis using an evolution method to obtain the steady-state performance measures of 
the session. To enhance its efficiency, a closed form, partial approximation method is also 
described. Using numerical results we compare a sessions performance in different scenar
ios of link speeds, and also study the influence of a few network and traffic characteristics. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

It is anticipated that Broadband Integrated Services Digital Networks (B-ISDNs) will snp
port data, voice, video and multimedia applications using Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
(ATM) technology. Most applications will traverse different speed links and will have 
stringent quality of service (QoS) requirements to be guaranteed by the network. In en
abling and efficiently utilizing such networks, per-session performance study becomes a 
necessity for admission control, network design and for the service provider, who desires 
to know the behavior of a session given the traffic characteristics and network topology. 
In this paper we address the above issue by providing discrete-time queueing analysis for 
per-session performance of a single switching node. 

Discrete-time queueing models have received much attention due to increasing focus on 
ATM networks where packets are transmitted as fixed size units called 'cells'. In literature, 
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Figure 1 An example ATM switching scenario with SONET links. 
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most performance studies deal with a multiplexer as a whole and only a few consider per
session performance (Murata, et al. (1990), Herrmann (1993)). To model the bursty and 
correlated nature of ATM traffic many models (e.g. MMBP) have been proposed which 
are complex and non-renewal. Since closed form analytic solutions are difficult to obtain 
for systems with such traffic characteristic, algorithmic methods such as matrix-geometric 
techniques developed by Neuts (1981) are commonly used. We present an alternate al
gorithmic approach using evolution method which is computationally efficient and has 
the following advantages: (1) the flexibility to trade computational time for accuracy of 
results using a closed form, partial approximation and (2) transient behavior of a session 
can be studied (Balay and Nilsson, 1996). 

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, using a switching scenario we define our 
analytical model. In section 3, by exploiting the Markov renewal property of an MMBP, 
we present an exact analysis to derive a session's steady state performance measures such 
as cell loss probability and delay distribution. In section 4, we discuss the complexity 
of our method and also compare it with matrix-geometric methods. An approximation 
technique to enhance the efficiency of our method is described in section 5. We present 
some numerical results in section 6 and make our concluding remarks in section 7. 

2 MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The switching node we model is shown in figure 1, where I Pv and OPv are the arrival and 
exit ports respectively for the session of interest (V-stream). All other sessions which are 
routed through OPv constitute the cross traffic (X-stream). In modeling such scenarios 
for per-session study, a normal trend is to consider a single server queue of deterministic 
service time of one slot and assume at most one arrival to occur in a slot; the reasoning 
being cell transmission time on a link is constant. This model is a gross approximation if 
the session of interest traverses different speed links (which will be evident when we look 
at some numerical results). For an accurate model, it is important to capture the nature 
of cell arrivals with respect to the cell transmission; we do so using two parameters: 

NA : The constant number of slots for a cell arrival from V-stream. It means that two 
consecutive arrivals from V-stream are at least NA slots apart , and a cell arrival 
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Input Link Output Link Arrival slots Service slots 
(IPv) (OPv) (NA) (Ns) 

OC-3c OC-3c 1 

OC-12c OC-3c 4 

OC-12 (4 x OC-3c) OC-3c 1 

OC-3c OC-12c 4 

OC-48 (4 x OC-12c) OC-3c 1 4 
OC-48 (4 x 4 x OC-3c) 1 1 

Table 1 Link speeds and corresponding model parameters 

event is considered to occur in the last of the cell arrival slots (i.e. NAth slot). Note 
that this does not apply to cross-traffic cells since it constitutes cells from many 
sessions which may arrive on different speed links; hence we consider cross-traffic 
cells to t.ake one slot to arrive. 

Ns: The deterministic service time for all cells at the multiplexer. 

In our discussion, a 'slot' has a new meaning; it is an interval of time which is the same 
as the least common multiple of the time to transport a cell on the input and output 
links traversed by V-stream. To make it more clear, for a few SONET speed links we list 
the corresponding model parameters in Table l. Notice that the parameters depend only 
on the underlying concatenated SONET protocol used, since it determines tllf' rate at 
which a cell is transported on a link. Some modeling assumptions are: buffer capacity is 
finite and is of size K cells, a cell cannot receive service in its arrival slot, arrivals occur 
before the departure event in a slot, an arrival is lost if buffer is full and a cell in service 
does not occupy buffer space. If a simple cyclic polling scheme is used to transfer the 
incoming cells to their respective output buffers, the performance of a session depends 
on the position of the arrival port. To obtain bounds on performance (which is more 
informative than average) we consider two slot policies: Pv and Px, which denote that in 
a slot the V-stream arrival is considered for buffer allocation before a cross-traffic arrival, 
and vice-versa, respectively. 

2.1 Traffic model 

We model V-stream as a Markov Modulated Bernoulli Processes (MMBP), the discrete
time analogue of the Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) (Fischer and Meier
Hellstern, 1993). These processes capture the notion of burstiness and correlation prop
erties of an arrival stream. An MMBP is a Bernoulli process where the arrival rate is 
varied by a multiple-state Markov chain. It is characterized by a state transition proba
hility matrix P and arrival probability descriptor A, where [PL.j denotes the probability 
of transition from state 'i' to state 'j' and [AJi denotes the probability of arrival in a slot 
when in state 'i'. We use Av and Pv to describe the V-stream MMBP. For our analysis 
we use au ( v', j), the conditional probability density function (p.d.£.) of inter-arrival time 
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Figure 2 Relating system states observed by two consecutive V-stream arrivals. 

of V-stream arrivals, which is defined as 

a,,(v',j) = P[ncxt Vsh'cam arrival occurs in state v' and after j slots 

I a Vstream arrival occurred in state v]. 
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For the case where an arrival takes more than a slot (NA > 1), a modified MMBP is 
considered (Balay and Nilsson,1996). The X-stream traffic is modeled as an MMBP with 
batch arrivals (B-MMBP), dt'scribed by Px, Ax and a general distribution for the batch 
size. For our analysis we use: 

b.r(j) = P[Xstream cells arriving in a slot = j I MMBP state x], j ::;, O. 

3 EXACT ANALYSIS 

The basis of our queueing analyses is the identification of "embedded points" (observation 
instants) of the system such that it is "regenerative" (Wolff,1989) at these instants. We 
follow the evolution path along the embedded points to obtain steady-state information. 
A high level description of the 'evolution method' is: 

1. Identify embedded points and define a regenerative system state at thest' points. 
2. Evolution step: obtain the state distribution at the next embedded point using tllt' 

current state information and the arrival characteristics. 
3. Repeat the above evolution step until tilt' state distribution at two consecutive t'mbed

dedpoints is the same, i.e., evolve the system until it reaches steady-state. 

We consider the V-stream arrival slots as the embedded points. For a regenerative system 
state, the MMBP state at a V-stream arrival instant should also be a part of the state 
descriptor, since MMBP is not a renewal process but is a Markov renewal process (Cin
la.r,1975); the time interval between consecutive arrivals depends on the M~BP states at 
these arrival instants. We define eft) as the random variable (r. v.) for the system state at 
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Figure 3 Relative order of events and observations in a slot (policy Pv) 

the beginning of the hh slot following the nth V-stream arrival (i.e. in the nth evolution 
step) given that the (11. + 1)st V -stream arrival does not occur in the preceding k - 1 slots. 
e rn) . I ern) ( I/ (n) X(n) corn) lI n )) ( d f' 1 (n)()) k 0 > 1 ' k IS a 4-tup e, k == k ' k ,Dk 'k p ... given )y ck . , • 2: , n _ , 
where 

Vk( n) : Arrival state of V-stream MMBP (V-MMBP) in the nth V-stream arrival slot . 
Note that Vk(n) does not change with k, i.e. V,(n ) = Vo( n ), Vk > O. It 's state spa('e is 
denoted by V. 

Xkn ) : State of X-stream MMBP (X-MMBP) in a slot. Its state space is denoted by x. 
sin) : State of the server. Sk = i implies that the current slot is the ith service slot of 

c.ell in service; Sk = 0 when server is idle. A departure occurs at the end of slot k 
if Sk = Ns . 

.71") : Number of cells in syst.em (i.e. queue and server), (0 ::; lk ::; J( + 1). 

From a known system state at an embedded point , to obtain the system state at the 
next embedded point we use the statistical distribution of the V-stream arrival process 
and the system states at each of these possible V-stream arrival slots (see figure 2), for 
which slot-to-slot system dynamics are required. The events which influence the change 
in system state between two consecutive slots , say /;:.J and k, are shown in figure 3. For 
ease of derivation we consider them in two phases: phase{l): arrivals which occur in 
slot k-l, and phase(2): state transitions at the slot boundary and the departure event. 

0k':}l = ('Ik(~: ' S't)I ' Sk'~I ' Jt)l) (p.d.L represented as C~~I (.)) is the system state after 
phase (1). where 
c·(n) _ I.' (n ) 'T{n) _ v(n) <;«n) _ coin) d 
Vk_1 - Vk_I ' ""k-l - ""k-l' Lk_ 1 - ·Jk _ I' an 

J- (n ) . (J(n) B - ( 1. )}T (,,(n) )) 
k-I = mm k-I + x + u n. - 1 , \ + U .Jk_1 

for /.: 2: I , n > O. Here urn) ~ 1 - urn) and 

urn) { ~ if n = 0 
ifncfO. 

(1 ) 

(2) 
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Equation (1) accounts for the fact that a V-stream arrival needs to be considered only in 
slot 0, and the maximum cells that can be accommodated in the system is J{ if the server 

is idle or else it is J{ + 1. The relations to derive okn ) from ct\ are 

vt,) vk(:i, Jkn ) = Jt!1 - u(N - 5k~J, 
yin) 

""k .1' with pr'obability [Pxkx where X~_I = i, x E X 

{ 
51:-1 + 1 

,,(n) _ 1 
Lk -

° 

if 
if 

if 

0< 51:'_1 < N 
en ° J-(n) 1 L'k_1 = , k-I > 
- -in) 51:'_1 = 0, Jk _ 1 = 1 

or 0n 'V I-in) ° Uk_1 = J , • k-I > 
or 

- -in) 
51:'_1 = N, Jk _ 1 = ° 

(3) 

(4) 

for k :::: 1 and n :::: 1. Let rllk ~ J{ + u(5k) - u(k). In terms of p.d.f's the relations are 

_(n)(. .) 
Ck V,X,S,] 

Ck(V,X,S,j) = 

I)PX]x',o,(Ck-I(V, x', 0, 0) + Ck_1 (v, x', Ns , 1)) 
x' 

if s = 0, j = ° 
L[PX]x',x(Ck-I(V,X',O,j) + Ck_I(V,X', Ns,j + 1)) 
x' 

if s = 1, 1 <:; j <:; K 
L[PX]x',xCk-I(V,X',s -1,j + 1) 
x' 

° 
if 2 <:; s <:; Ns , 1 <:; j <:; K + 1 
otherwise 

(5) 

(6) 

where k :::: 1, n :::: 1, x,x' E X, v E V. The evolution step to obtain thp p.d.f. of system 
state at the next embedded point from the p.d.f. of system state at the nth embedded 
point is given as 

c~n+I)(V',x,s,j) = LLav(v',k) c~n)(v,x,s,j), (7) 
k v 

where k :::: 1, v, v' E V, x E X, 0<:; s <:; Ns and ° <:; j <:; K + 1. If steady state exists 
then the steady state p.d.f. of the system state at an embedded point is given as 

( .) - l' (n)( .) Co v,;r,S,) - 1m Co V,X,S,]. 
n~oo 

(8) 

co(') denotes the steady-state p.d.f. of system state at the beginning of a V-stream arrival 
slot. We liSP it obtain the V-stream performance measure ill the next section; X-stream 
performance measures can also be obtained (Balay and Nilsson,1994). 
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3.1 Per-session performance (V-stream) 

Let CV = (VV,xv,S",JV) be the r.v. for the system state seen by a V-stream arrival at 
steady state and let CV (.) be its p.d.L 
Case 1: 'rv arrival policy. V-stream arrival in a slot is considered first for buffer 
allocation. Hence, we have CV == Co. 
Case 2: 'rx arrival policy. The system state seen by a V-stream arrival is after the 
X-stream cells of the same slot. We obtain its p.d.L as follows: 

V" = Va, xv = Xo, S" = So, J" = min(Jo + Bx , l\ + urSa)). (9) 

1 t '(" Z"', ,) b.() - ,) if J < l\ + u(s) 

00 J 

L Lc(v,x,S,t) bx(j - i) if J K +u(s). 
I=K+u(s) 1=0 

Some of the interesting performance measures of V-stream are found as follows: 

P[buffer occupancy = j] = ~ [CV(V,X,O,j) + ~CV(V'X'S,j + 1)], 0:::; j:::; fl. (11) 

P[cell loss] [ 
Ns ] 

~ c"(v,x,O,K) + ~cV(v,x,s,A' + 1) (12) 

j LcV(v,x,O,I-l) + LcV(v,x,Ns,l) if j mod N" = ° 
P[delay = j slots] = I:cV(v,x,s,1) if j m:~ Ns of- ° and Ns :::; j < (K + l)Ns 

v,x ° otherwise 

(13) 

when, s = (Ns - j) mod (Ns), 1= U/NsJ and delay is the time spent in the system. 

4 DISCUSSION ON TIME COMPLEXITY 

Let N denote the size of the system state; the main component is the buffer size. Com
putational time to obtaining slot-to-slot system dynamics is proportional to the system 
size N and the maximum arrivals which can occur in a slot; we consider the maximulll 
arrivals in a slot to be a constant since it is limited by the number of input links at the 
multiplexer. Each evolution step requires Mr slot-to-slot operations where M/ denotes the 
maximum inter-arrival time for the session of interest; it is large for bursty processes. The 
third factor of computational complexity is the number of evolutions required for COllver
gence which we denoted by Ne . The computational complexity of the arrival-wise method 
is O(N MINe) to obtain exact steady-state results. Using the approximation technique 
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described in the next section the latter two factors of complexity are reduced to constants 
and the complexity of the method is O(N). 

For a matrix-geometric solution for the considered system, the transition probability 
matrix P of size N 2 is required where each element (i, j) denotes the transition probability 
of the system from state i to state j at consecutive embedded points. The computational 
time to obtain each element is the same as that of an evolution step (O(NMr)). The 
complexity of generating the transition probability matrix (O( N 3 Mr)) prohibits using a 
matrix-geometric technique for per-session analysis of a multiplexer while an evolution 
method is much more efficient. 

5 APPROXIMATION TECHNIQUE 

In this section, we describe an approximate characterization for the change between system 
states at slots which are Ns slots apart, as a slow changing function. This approximation 
is applied to partially reduce the evolution step (equation (7)) to a closed-form relation. 
Similarly, we can approximate the steady-state relation (equation (8)) by considering this 
approximation for the change between system states at consecutive embedded points. 

Let Ck(q) (= P[Ck = q]),where q = (qv,qr,q.,qj) be the p.d.f. of system state at the 
beginning of slot k. Let lik{q) represent the difference in p.d.f. of system states Ns slots 
apart, and be defined as lik(q) = Ck+Ns(q) - Ck(q), Vq,k. For some finite value T > 0, the 
system behavior can be approximately characterized by the following relation 

Vk? T (14) 

where a is a non-negative constant and satisfies 0 < a < 1. For a valid approximation we 
choose T such that 0 ::; CT(q) + t;J!)) ::; 1, Vq. We consider the system states in the tail 
(i.e.? T) as Ns geometric streams i.e., {CT+Nsi(q)}, {CT+l+Nsi(q)}, ... , {CT+Ns-I+Nsi( q)}. 
Each stream (j) is treated separately with respect to the approximation and hence we 
have a constant a for each stream which is denoted as aj where 0 ::; j < Ns . Using this 
approximation we can now represent the system state at the beginning of any slot (? T) 
as 

For any m-state MMBP with one state as completely bursty (i.e. prob. of arrival in this 
state is 1), the following is true of its p.d.f. 

av(v',k+1) = (Jav(v',k) Vk? m 

where (J is a constant (0 < (J < 1). Using this property of an MMBP and the above stated 
approximation We can reduce and rewrite the evolution step (equation (7)) as 
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Traffic V-stream X-stream 
typ~ (offered load ()"Ns)=O.2) (offered load ()"NsB)=O.4) 

bursty CV2 correlated 'ifJl bursty CV2 correlated 'ifJl Batch B 

A J 16 J 0.1 J (low) no 0 Gpo 3 

B J 16 no 0 no no 0 constant 

C no no 0 no no 0 constant 

Table 2 Traffic parameters for V-stream and X-stream 

T-l 

L Laq,,(v', k) ckn)(q) 
k=l q,v/ 

(16) 

For each evolution step we compute 4t(q) and ajTI) from c~t(q), C~~J+Ns(q) and 

c~t+2Ns (q) (these are p.d.f.s of system states obtained using exact relations) as 
(n) () (n) ( ) 

o(n)(q) = cln). (q) _ c(n)(q) and a(n)(q) = CTtJt2N, q - CTtJtN, q We consider a 
T+J T+.J+Ns T+J J 5~n~)(q)' J 

to be a weighted average which is calculated as (1;n) = Lq C~~j(q) ajnl(q). 

6 NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section we study the effect of link speeds, traffic characteristics and buffer sizing on 
the performance of a session. We also validate the accuracy of the approximation technique 
by comparillg results with those obtained from simulation. We consider a scenario where 
a session's offered load is 20% of an output link capacity while it is 40% for the cross 
traffic. We compare the session's performance for three cases of link speeds: 

l. NA = 1, Ns = 1: both input and output links of V-stream are of same speed. 
2. NA = 4,Ns = 1: input link of V-stream is four times slower than the output link. 
:t NA = 1, Ns = 4: input link of V-stream is four times faster than the output link. 

We use the traffic descriptors (ANs, eV2, ~'d for V-stream and ().lYsE, CV2 , ~'l' E) for X
stream where, A is the mean arrival rate of an MMBP, CV 2 is the burstiness defined as the 
squared coefficient of variation, ~'l is the autocorrelation of lag 1 slot, of the arrival process 
and 13 is the mean batch size. Given the traffic descriptors we obtain 2-state MMBPs as 
described by Balay and Nilsson (1994). The traffic descriptors uspd for numerical results 
are tabulated in table 2. 

6.1 Effect of different speed links 

Notice that we use 'offered load' as one of the traffic descriptors; it helps us compare 
the three systems. In the figures 4(a), 5(a), 5(b), 6(a) and 6(b), we plot some of the 
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performance measures (buffer occupancy distribution, mean delay and lo~~ probability) 
of a session. We see that the performance measures are distinctly different for the three 
systems considered. These results clearly indicate the importance of considering the link 
speeds for modeling. One way of interpreting these results is as follows: tIlE' results for 
the case of the homogeneous system (N A = 1, N 5 = 1) are the same as the results of a 
heterogeneous system (N A =I N 5), if modeled ignoring the different speed links. We notice 
that ignoring the speed of links is a gross approximation and results in very erroneous 
performan("(> predictions. 

6.2 Validating the accuracy of results 

To validate the accuracy of the analytical results obtained using approximation, we com
pare them with simulation results. Figure 4( a) shows the p.d.L of buffer occupancy seen 
by V-stream and X-stream, obtained using exact analysis for systems with type A traffic, 
policy Px and buffer size of K = 64 cells. For the case of (NA = 1, Ns = 4) system we 
also plot the results obtained using approximation and simulation. Notice that there is no 
visible difference bet.ween the simulation and analyt.ical result.s; for a better view of the 
comparison, we plot. the absolute error (= analytical - simulation) along with the 9.5th % 
confidence regions of simulation results in figure 4(b). For this example. in obt.aining exact 
results the maximum illterarrival time for V -stream cells was 2060 slots with an accuracv 
of 10-6 , i.e., if a(j) is the interarriva.l time p.dJ., L;~~oa(j) > 1 - 10-6 . vVe see that, 
approximation with T > 150 slots yields near exact results; a reduction of computational 
time by a factor of 13. For t.he case where Ns = 1 we obtain results within confidence 
intervals with T = 25 and a gain by a factor of 23. These results shows that by using 
the approximation technique we can obtain results efficiently while maintaining accuracy. 
Some observations are that it is computationally much bett.er than simulation, and is 
more efficient. when Ns = 1 or when the system size is large; further work is required t.o 
engineer the minimum value of T for a given system. 

6.3 Effect of burstiness and correlation 

First, we illustrate an important phenomenon which occurs in systems with a slower 
output link and bursty traffic. Notice in figure 4(a), the curve for (NA = 1, Ns = ,1) system 
exhibit an oscillat.ory behavior for smaller buffer occupancy values; t.he probabilit.y values 
for occupancies which are multiples of (Ns - 1) are higher t.han its neighboring values. It 
can be explained using an example scenario: Consider a busy period of the system where 
t.he first n (n > N s )arrivals are from V -stream and all of which occur in consecut.ive 
slot.s. The first cell arrives in slot 1, begins service in slot 2, and depart.s at the end of 
slot 5 (since Ns = 4). The arrivals which occur in slot 5 and 6 respectively see the buffer 
occupancy to be 4. Also, for each departure i which occurs at the end of slot iNs + 1 in 
this interval of n arrivals, the occupancy seen by an arrival in slots iNs + 1 and iNs + 2 
is i(Ns - 1) cells; hence a higher probability value for i(Ns - 1). Such scenarios are very 
likely to occur when both streams are burst.y. This behavior will also be reflected in the 
delay distribution and departure process; it. introduces periodic (or negative) correlation 
bet.ween departures which makes the characterizat.ion of the departure process difficult. 
In figures .5( a) and .5(b) we plot the loss probability of V-stream for change in V-stream's 
burstiness and correlation values respectively. We observe that a source which is initially 
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Figure 4 Buffer occupancy seen by V-stream and X-stream in systems with K =64, Type 
A traffic and policy Px. 
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Loss probability for V-stream 
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Figure 5 Effect of change in burstiness and autocorrelation of V-stream on its loss 
probability: systems with 1\ =64, policy 'Px and type A traffic. 
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less bursty is more sensitive to change in burst.iness. The converse seems true for the effect 
of autocorrelation, i.e., correlated streams are more sensitive than non-correlated streams, 
for change in autocorrelation. We observe that the performance variation due to change in 
traffic characteristics is less in a (N A = 4, N A = 1) system compared to the other systems. 

6.4 Influence of slot policy (P) on performance 

Consider the curves of figures 5( a) and 5(b) for systems where N s = 1. The loss probabil
ities plotted are for systems with policy Px . V-stream cells are not lost when the policy 
is Pv , since in each slot there is always space for one cell in the buffer which is made 
available at the beginning of a slot when a cell starts its service. This means the sessions 
loss probability lies between '0' and the values plotted in the figures, depending on the 
location of the arrival port. The port of arrival at a switching element is an important 
fador which influences the performance of a session if N s = 1 when a simple round-robin 
policy is used for switching the incoming cells. Such variations in performance can be 
reduced by randomizing the polling policy or randomly distributing the incoming cells to 
the input ports for switching. 

6.5 Influence of buffer SIze 

An important aspect of designing a switch is buffer dimensioning since loss guarantees 
may be of the order < 10-10 • Obtaining accurate results of such small magnitude t.hrough 
simulation techniques is clearly a difficult (time consuming) task; one reason why discrete
time analysis is important in studying ATM systems. To illustrate the buffer requirements 
to provide delay and loss guarantees for systems with different speed links and different 
traffic characteristic, we plot the mean delay and loss probability for the three systems 
for change in buffer size in figures 6( a) and 6(b) The values plotted in figure 6(b) are 
for the three traffic types, buffer size of 2', 3 :::: i :::: 8, and when the loss probability 
is more than 10-12 . We observe that the loss probabilities change almost linearly (on a 
logarithmic plot) with buffer size while the buffer requirements are very different for the 
considered system. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have shown the importance of considering the speed of links traversed 
by a session, for studying its performance at an ATM multiplexer. The numerical results 
presented indicate that a sessions performance is distinctly different when it traverses 
different speed links; they also show that ignoring the link speeds is a gross approximation 
and will result in incorrect results. 

For studying a session's performance in the presence of different speed links, we have 
described a queueing model of an ATM multiplexer. For our analysis we considered finite 
capacity buffer and modeled the session of interest and the cross-traffic as Markov renewal 
traffic streams. We used an evolution method to obtain the steady-state performance 
measures, and presented an approximation technique; together they make our analysis 
much more efficient than a matrix-geometric method. Using numerical results we have 
also illustrated the effects of traffic characteristics, port of arrival of a session and buffer 
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size on the steady-state performance measures of a session. The presented analysis also 
contributes in studying the transient behavior of a session (Balay and Nilsson, 1996). 
Future work includes characterization of per-session departure process and end-to-end 
analysis. 
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